ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The area of graph theory has experienced a fast development during the last 60 years. Among all the different kinds of problems that appear while studying graph theory, one that has been growing strong during the last three decades is the area that studies labelings of graphs. This is not only due to its mathematical importance but also because of the wide range of applications arisisng from this area. Labeled graphs serve as useful models for a range of applications such as coding theory, x-ray, crystallography, radar, astronomy, circuit design, channel assignments of FM radio stations and communication network addressing [1] .
A labeling of a graph is a function from the vertex set of a graph or the edge set of the graph or both to the set of natural numbers subject to certain conditions. All graphs considered in this paper are finite, simple, connected and undirected.
Let G(V, E) be a simple graph. strength of G and is denoted by tvs(G) [1] . Baca et al. [2] proved that
Chunling et al. [3] showed that () p tvs K = 2 for 2 p  and
Petersen graph ( , ) P n k . They also obtained the total vertex irregularity strength for ladder, Mobius ladder and Knodel graphs. For graphs with no isolated vertices, Pzrybylo [4] gave bounds for tvs(G) in terms of the order, minimum and maximum degrees of G. In this paper we find the total vertex irregularity strength of cycle related graphs H(n), DHF(n), F(n,2) and obtain a bound for the total vertex irregularity strength of H graphs H(k).
Total Vertex Irregularity Strength of H(n)
In this section we obtain the total vertex irregularity strength of H(n). Definition 2.1 [7] : The following Theorem is the key result used for proving Theorems 2.2 and 5.1.
Theorem 2.1 [4] : Let G be an r-regular graph on n vertices.
Proof:
We give an algorithm to label the vertices and edges of H(n) using exactly 
Total Vertex Irregularity of Double
Headed Circular Fan
() DHF n
In this section we obtain the total vertex irregularity strength of double headed circular fan DHF(n). Input: Edges of (DHF(n)), 4 n 
Step 1: Edges (w, v i ), 2 n i n    and edge (v n-2 , v n-1 ) receive label 1.
Step 2: Edges (v n-1 , v n ), (v n , v 1 ), (v n-3 , v n-2 ) receive label 2.
Step3: e 1 , g 1 
